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analytics focuses on the examination of data sets to identify 
and explain trends.Data science looks more at the processes 
for data modelling and production, creating algorithms and 
predictive models.AI is the ability to give computers the ability 
to replicate human intelligence. Artificial Intelligence systems 
have three qualities; intentionality, intelligence, and adaptability. 
These qualities give them the ability to make decisions that 
traditionally require a human level of experience and expertise.
Machine Learning is a subset of AI whereby computers are 
programmed to learn automatically that act in a similar way to 
humans, improving their learning as they encounter additional 
data, the focus of machine learning is to create programs and 
software that can learn to make predictions and decisions without 
being directly programmed to do so, can be used for all kinds of 
purposes, like powering search engines to diagnosing medical 
conditions.
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In world un every country police perform a important part to implement & sustain the law in every 
society. they has a responsibilty to maintainance the order and peace in the society,  and our country india  
is democratic country, so here Three pillars of any government are executive, legislature and judiciary and 
also fourth is Media. But we are focusing on police comes in legislature piller. I think police play importent 
role between nation civiliances and government, and during their work or duty they face lot of stress from 
the govt side or public side. It effect on their mental health(stress, anxiety, depression, emotional tie, life 
satisfaction, loss of behaviour or emotional control, general positive effeccts). in this review study, I will try 
to foucs and discuss on their mental health aspect.
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